Courses Especially Relevant to EPDP
(Environmental Policy and Democratic Processes)

○ ESF courses

EST 600 Foundations of Environmental Studies
EST 603 Research Methods and Design
EST 606 Environmental Risk Perception
EST 608 Environmental Advocacy Campaigns and Conflict Resolution
EST 609 Collaborative Governance Processes for Environmental and Natural Resource Management
EST 612 Environmental Policy and Governance
EST 635 Public Participation and Decision Making
EST 640 Environmental Thought and Ethics
EST 645 Mass Media and Environmental Affairs
EST 650 Environmental Perception and Human Behavior
EST 702 Program Evaluation
EST 796 Environmental and Natural Resource Policy Analysis
EST 797 Chinese Environmental Policy
FOR 690 Seminar and Workshop on Natural Resources Policy & Management
FOR 676 Ecotourism and Nature Tourism
FOR 533 Natural Resource Managerial Economics

FOR 685 Business and Managerial Law

FOR 689 Natural Resources Law & Policy

FOR 770 Ecological Economics & Policy

FOR 665 Natural Resources Policy

FOR 670 Resource & Environmental Economics

○ SU courses

Major professor and the steering committee advise on these